We propose a collection of theories in the proof assistant Isabelle/Isar that support calculational reasoning in and about heterogeneous relational algebras and Kleene algebras.
While allegories, being extensions of categories, correspond to the heterogeneous approach to relation algebras of [SS93, SHW97] , Kleene algebras are mostly studied in a homogenous setting. Since we believe that the heterogeneous approach with its strongly-typed flavour has significant advantages in particular when it comes to computer science applications, we will adopt it throughout. Therefore, in the remainder of this paper, "Kleene algebra" always means "typed Kleene algebra" in the sense of [Koz98], and then, both allegories and typed Kleene algebras are considered as kinds of categories.
Furthermore, since complex applications will require the possibility to reason about relational algebras built from other relational algebras via certain construction principles -for example product algebras or matrix algebrasit becomes a necessity to allow reasoning not only within a single relational algebra, but also about several structures and the connections between them, using operations from both in a single formula. Therefore, relational algebras must become addressable as objects, as in the relational programming framework RATH [KS00].
Quite a few projects in the recent past have strived to provide computeraided proof assistance for abstract relation-algebraic reasoning, each with its particular motivation and priorities, all quite different from the approach we are proposing in this paper.
The relation-algebraic formula manipulation system and proof checker RALF [BH94, HBS94, KH98] was designed as a special-purpose proof assistant for abstract (heterogeneous) relation algebras with the goal of supporting proofs in the calculational style typical for relation-algebraic reasoning. RALF has a graphical user interface presenting goal formulae in their tree structure, a feature that allows easy interactive selection of the subexpressions to be transformed by proof steps. During interaction, only the current sub-goal is visible; document output is generated in the calculational style of proof presentation. RALF is based on a fixed axiomatisation, and only supports reasoning within a single relation algebra.
Math pad is a flexible quasi-WYSIWYG syntax-directed editing environment for mathematical documents that has been designed to support calculational proof presentation. It has been connected with the theorem prover PVS to enable checking of relation-algebraic proofs contained in Math pad documents [VB99] . Although the infrastructure is general, the system has been used only within concrete relation algebra; there appears to be no provision so far for working in weaker theories, nor for reasoning about multiple relation-algebraic structures in the same context.
An interesting related experiment is "PCP: Point and Click Proofs", a proof assistant based on a small JavaScript rewriting engine that allows users to interactively construct proofs of properties in a wide range of mathematical structures, characterised by equational and quasi-equational theories [Jip03, Jip01]. Currently, (homogeneous) relation algebra and Kleene algebra are already supported by the system, which is extensible and still under development. It appears
